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back to Jesus and His apostles. Thus, Scripture must be interpreted in light of this tradition—the way that the early community of believers
read the various
Menu texts of Scripture as they recognized its authority in matters of faith and practice. They recognized that these texts supported,
explained, and gave evidence to the belief system that they held dear. Depending on how old your church is, you may have quite a job on your
hands uncovering various details about your church. It will take time and patience for you to undercover everything there is to know.
Following the tips provided below will assist you in effectively recording your church history for many people to refer to for years to come.
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congregation to know more about how the church began and how it has grown into what it is currently. How to Write Church History.
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How to Read Church History
Item #: 260-45
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This item ships for FREE via Media Mail (to the U.S. only). Details.
Description

Author: Jean Comby
Read Aloud Grade Range: 5 - Adult
Read Alone Grade Range: 8 - Adult
An optional resource for Sonlight 200, these books are scheduled in the Instructor's
Guide, but not required. Recommended for students in Grades 10+.
Though (or perhaps because) published by a liberal Catholic publishing house, these
volumes present one of the most balanced pictures of Western (Roman/Protestant)
church history you will find.
These are church history readers-including translations of brief passages from key
original documents. Indeed, there is almost as much excerpted text as there is
narrative. Christian History magazine says, "Comby's unique approach... help(s) the
reader to do history as well as read it." Volume 1 covers to the Reformation; Volume 2,
Reformation until today.
Pb, illus.
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How to Read Church History: Volume 1 Only (260-46)
See item #260-45 for full description.
Retail:
$22.95
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How to Read Church History: Volume 2 Only (260-47)
See item #260-45 for full description.
Retail:
$24.95
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